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Introduction
W

hat follows is based on true historical
events.

Players enter the scene in January 1765, where they
take on the role of hunters in pursuit of the Beast.
Some have come for holy reasons, believing they
combat the Devil’s manifestations on Earth. Others
are driven by altruistic motives, hoping to save more
innocents from being slaughtered by the menace. There
are those with less honorable reasons too, obsessed with
seeking fame and fortune in slaying the Beast. And a
diabolical few have more sinister motives, hoping to
use the events as a smokescreen for their own personal
vendettas and dark deeds. Veteran hunters also flock to
the area just for sport, as this is a hunt for the ages!

Something monstrous stalks the French countryside
of Gévaudan. A terrible beast is slaying scores of
innocents, and particularly relishes in targeting
young women and children. The first known killing is
recorded on June 30, 1764, that of a young girl by the
name of Jeanne Boulet. Those who survive its brutal
attacks report the Beast as being “like a wolf… but not
a wolf!” Indeed, the reports begin to claim that this
beast is possessed of supernatural abilities.
On New Year’s Eve, 1764, the Bishop of Mende
proclaims the Beast a scourge sent by God to punish
the people for their wicked ways. The people are
commanded to pray and repent, but this only serves to
increase terror across the region and stoke the flames
of superstition. Talk spreads of demons, witches, and
werewolves stalking the countryside. Although aid
had been provided by the nobles, the lack of results
became an embarrassment to the crown. In response,
King Louis XV offers considerable rewards for slaying
the Beast. Meanwhile, Étienne Lafont rallies the local
authorities in an attempt to quell the fears of the people
and organize an effective response to the situation.

In the 18th century, Gévaudan is an untamed wilderness, and is a far cry from most of France’s more
civilized regions. There are no roads, and it is by foot or
on horseback that people must traverse the countryside,
creating ‘travers’ – useful shortcuts known only to
those knowledgeable of land’s secrets. Travel is made
even more treacherous by the extreme meteorological
phenomena of the time. The climate is unnaturally
cold. Snow, ice and fog abound, all of which impede
the hunt. Other hazards appear in the shape of bandits,
brigands, thieves, and murderers who may spring from
the dense fog and attack without warning.
The rule of law in Gévaudan is complicated and has
become a political nightmare. Due to an ancient
treaty that holds it under the joint auspices of the
King of France and the Bishop of Mende, justice is
often brought too late - if it is found at all. France has
suffered many setbacks over the last 50 years, including
plagues, and more recently the humiliating and
devastating losses of the Seven Year’s Wars, which has
drastically afflicted France’s status as a European power.
The Beast of Gévaudan is becoming a metaphor of
misery across entire nation.

The established three estates of the Ancien Régime are
at odds in this forsaken land. While the clergy, nobility
and locals grapple with each other to eliminate the
Beast, a fourth estate emerges, that of the independent
press, which may just have the power to rival all three.
The story of The Beast is immediately spun into one
of the first sensationalized and most influential media
crazes. Captivating imaginations across France, Europe
and beyond, the rising number of “unnatural deaths”
increases demand for publications such as the Courrier
d’Avignon. All the while the beast remains unchecked.
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If they hope to succeed, players will need to curry favor
with one of the four estates, through whose generosity
they will gain superiority on the hunt. And with luck
on their side, they might finally bring an end to The
Beast of Gévaudan’s reign of terror!
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Component List
† Forte Tokens (6)

† Rulebook (1)

† Vengeance Tokens (6)

† Board (1)
† Player Boards (6)
† Six-Sided Dice (5)
† Hunter Figures (6)
† Round Marker (1)
† Privilege Token (1)
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† Weapon Tokens (20)
† Companion Tokens (20)
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† Encounter Cards (52)
† Beast ID Cards (4)

† Beast ID Envelopes (4)

† Influence Tokens (1, 5 & 10 values – 30 Tokens)

† Loyalty Cards (24)

† Explanation Tokens (4)

† Intrigue Cards (14)

† Estate Tokens (6)
† Fear Tokens (6)

Heir
Naturalist

Agent
Provocateur
ALLEGIANCE

Veteran
Forester

ALLEGIANCE

ALLEGIANCE
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TOKENS (6)
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Roll During Journey Phase:
1: Mont Mouchet
2-3: The Deep Woods
4-6: Castle St Alban

The Naturalist

TERROR

+1 to Hunt Roll Result
Reduce FEAR by 1
Reroll 1 Hunt Roll Die
Reduce FEAR by 1

Superior
Weapon

Gilded
Weapon
Blessed
Weapon

The Heir

-2 to all Dice Roll Results

Hound

WEAPON
TOKENS (20)

+1 to Hunt Roll Results

The Zealot
The
Agent Provocateur

IV

The
Heir
Soiree

E

P

R

DOUBLE-SIDED
FEAR TOKENS (6)

Horse

E

R

ILEG

E

P

ALLEGIANCE

EXPLANATION
TOKENS (4)

C
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ALLEGIANCE

COMPANION
TOKENS (20)

INFLUENCE TOKENS
(1, 5 & 10 VALUES)

V

Zealot

IV

H

† The Book of the Beast (1)

ESTATE TOKENS (6)

ALLEGIANCE

1 1510

† Ally Cards (12)

ILE

G

DOUBLE-SIDED
PRIVILEGE
TOKEN (1)

The Heir
Surveillance
-1 to all Dice Roll Results

HORROR

The Veteran
The
TheForester
Heir
Inquisition
The
Heir
Treachery

FORTE
TOKENS (6)

The Heir
Conscription
The
Heir
Snare

Graphic details may change as a result of playtesting.



+1 Die: Hunt Roll

+1: Hunt Result

+1: Hunt Result
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Beast of Gévaudan: GAME SETUP

Game Setup

Setup section 1:

4. Form the Supply Pool by placing all Weapon and
Companion Tokens face up, next to the board.

1. Choose a player to receive First Player Privilege.
This can be chosen in any manner, but some
suggestions are the hairiest, the most lycanthropic,
the most carnivorous/vegetarian. Although any
criteria upon which all players agree is fine. If
players cannot agree, each player rolls/rerolls 1
six-sided die, until there is a clear winner. The
player with First Player Privilege at the end of this
process is known as the First Player. The current
First Player is given the Privilege Token.

5. Place the Dice, Fear Tokens and Vengeance
Tokens within easy reach of all players.
6. Place the Book of the Beast to one side, for
player-reference. Players may refer to this at any
time.
7. Place the Round Marker on ‘1 Faith’ at the top of
the Round Track, found on right-hand side of the
Board
8. Shuffle the Intrigue Cards and place them near
the Board.

2. Place the Board in the centre of the playing area.
3. Form the Influence Token Pool (IT Pool) by
placing all Influence Tokens (IT) within easy
reach of all player.

10. Place the Beast Identity (ID) Cards in front of the
First Player.

Auvers

Saugues

6

EXOTIC

CHURCH

SUPERNATURAL

T
R
U
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LOCALS
PRESS
Chauchailles

NATURAL

Influence
Trending +2 Tokens

HOAX

Influence
Rising +1 Token

Unpopular

Eschewed

Saint-Chély

Aumont-Aubrac
Château
de la Baume

Saint-Alban

Chanaleille

Spend 1 IT to make a player
Saint-Denis
draw 1 Intrigue Card.

Javols

Peek at the top 3 cards of the
Encounter Deck.

Grandrieu

Les Laubies

4

Peek at the top 2 cards of the
Intrigue Deck.

2

S

NOBILITY

Apchier

Mende

Le Born

3

Châteauneuf
Purchase Supplies from the
Merchants of Mende.
de-Randon
No Hunting.
No occupancy limit.

1

Intrigue
Consequences:
Players at Mende
are immune to Intrigue.
Failed Intrigue Roll:
pay 2 IT or move to
Mende and do not use its
Location Bonus.
Intrigue Roll Result of 1:
sacrifice 1 ally or suffer -1
Fear Penalty.

INTRIGUE
DECK

ENCOUNTER
DECK

E

2
LOYALTY

3

Saint-Flour-de-Mercoire

Saint-Amans

Rieutord
de-Randon

1
FAITH

N

Peek at 1 Beast ID Card.

5Prunieres

VELAY

Peek at 2 Beast ID Cards.

KE

Le Malzieu

INFLUENCE T O

AUVERGNE

THE FOUR ESTATES

9. Shuffle the Ally Cards and Loyalty Cards and
place them in the playing area.

DEVOTION

4
BRAVERY

Masméjan

GÉVAUDAN

5
HOPE

6

FORTITUDE

N C O U N T E R S
7
TRUTH

4



Beast of Gévaudan: GAME SETUP
Setup section 2:

11. Prepare the Hunters:
a. Players choose their Hunter Boards. If players
cannot agree, allocate each player a Hunter
Board randomly.

1. Shuffle the Beast ID Cards, keep them face down
and insert them one at a time into the 4 Beast
Identity (ID) Envelopes to create the hidden Beast
ID Sequence.

b. Players read the ‘Background’ side of their
Hunter Board to learn their character’s
background.

2. Shuffle the Encounter Cards and deal one more
than the number of players, face down, to the
Encounter Tableau on the Game Board, leaving
space for the Encounter Card Discard Pile to the
side of the Game Board.

c. Players turn their Hunter Boards over, so they
have the ‘Hunter’ side face up, in front of them.
d. Complete Hunter setup as follows:

3. Set the Official Record

i. Take your Hunter Figure and place it on
your Hunter Board.

a. Place the 4 Explanation Tokens face down in
the play area and randomly mix them together.

ii. Take your Estate Token and place it on one
of the Four Estates on the Game Board.

b. Keeping them hidden, place the Explanation
Tokens face down, onto the 4 spaces of the
Official Record Track.

iii. Take 3 IT.
iv. Draw 1 card from the Loyalty Deck and
keeping it secret, read it.

c. Once placed, turn the Explanation Tokens face
up.

v. Draw 2 cards from the Ally Deck and place
them face up, next to your Hunter Board.

4. Once all players have a Loyalty Card, return the
rest to the box.

After making sure all players have completed the above
steps, the player with First Player Privilege is then
responsible for the rest of setup, as follows:

The

Dice Pool
Max: 5
Roll vs. Peril Rank

Purchase Supplies at Mende
Item
Cost

Ability: Pick of the Litter

During the Journey Phase, if
this player occupies a Location
with Peril Rank less than 5,
they may spend 2 IT to acquire
a Hound Companion, if one is
available in the Supply Pool.

Superior Weapon
1 IT
Gilded Weapon
2 IT
Blessed Weapon
3 IT
Hound
1 IT
Horse
2 IT
SUSPICION: After Purchase, roll 1 die.
If less than IT spent, lose 1 random Supply!
Pay its cost again to keep it.

Exceeds

Matches
Fails

Result

Menace Defeated!
+2 INFLUENCE
Menace Driven Off
+1 INFLUENCE
Menace Leaves Scars
+1 INFLUENCE
+1 FEAR

Forte: Invite

At the end of the Vie Phase,
The Heir may spend 2 IT to
place a Soiree Token on any
Location with a Peril Rank less
than 5.
Any players that Journey to this
Location cannot use their Ally
Cards until the Soiree Token is
removed.
The Heir

1. VIE
Determine Vie Order
† Wager IT. Winner
assigns First Player Privilege and sets Vie Order.
† Choose to place Forte
Token.

The
Heir
Soiree

2. JOURNEY
Journey by Vie Order
† Place your Hunter Figure
on a Location with 1 or 0
players on it, or on Mende.
† Pay 1 IT to a Hunter
already at that Location, if
any (except in Mende).
† Choose whether or not to
use the Location Bonus.

3. ENCOUNTER

4. HUNT

Reveal this Round’s
Encounter Cards
† In order of Peril
Rank, choose and
discard 1 Encounter
Card for its face value in
IT or to use its Ability.
† Discard remaining
Encounter Cards.

Hunt by Peril Rank
† May pay 1 IT to 1 die
(twice).
† Declare use of Weapons
before the Hunt Roll
† Declare use of Companions after the Hunt Roll
† May Sacrifice an Ally
for a Successful Hunt

FEAR
5. END
† Score Estate Agendas
† Remove Locks
† Return Hunter Figures
† Trade with each other
† Deal next Round’s Encounter
Cards (face-down)
† Advance Round Marker
† Begin next Round’s Vie Phase

The
The Bearer has
been granted this
license to hunt in
the Gévaudan
Region.

† Start with 3 IT and 1
Soiree Token
† Place Loyalty Token on
one of the Four Estates
† Draw one secret Loyalty
Card, look and keep it
face down

The Heir

The
Heir
Soiree

The last surviving blood-relative of an old venerated Gévaudan family, The Heir has recently inherited the old estate
outside Mende. An illegitimate child raised outside the
noble traditions, The Heir was taken in by a family of
modest means, whom were sworn to secrecy some thirty
years ago.
The Heir is quick to embrace their nouveau riche lifestyle,
which sees their passion for socialising expressed in ever
more lavish parties at the estate.
Always on the lookout for new trophies with which to
impress their guests, The Heir would never risk appearing
cowardly, so joins every hunt in the land. They are determined to forge their reputation as one of Gévaudan’s most
successful hunters and their new title could go a long way in
obtaining the backing of a generous noble.
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Beast of Gévaudan: KEY CONCEPTS

Game Structure

The Beast of Gévaudan is a game that drives players to
take calculated risks to gain the best rewards. The more
players plan and press on, the greater their rewards
when successful. However, the knife cuts both ways,
so when players overextend themselves, it can spell
disaster! Therefore, the game includes many ways to
mitigate risks. These methods will become evident as
players progress in their pursuit of the Beast.

First Player Privilege
5

During Game Setup, the First Player is chosen using
any method all players can agree upon. However, once
the game begins, players
ILEG
must compete to seize First
IV
R
Player Privilege. The player
who has First Player Privilege gains the advantage of
taking the first Turn in the
Journey Phase, as well as
R
G
IV
ILE
other benefits that become
evident as players progress.

10
1
5
10

Influence Tokens
Influence Tokens (IT) represent
a combination of material wealth,
as well as connections with those
who wield power in the region.
The rewards for successfully
hunting creatures, promoting
Estate and Loyalty Agendas, and
gaining the trust of those in fear
of the Beast, are amalgamated
into the concept of IT. Influence
Tokens are an essential asset and
will determine the winner at the
end of the game.

The game ends after the Final Confrontation, and
the winner is determined as the Hunter with the most
Influence Tokens (IT).

6

E

There are many dangers in the wilds of Gévaudan
and players will find themselves hunting a variety of
different threats in Rounds 1 to 6. A player’s success
during these early Hunts contributes to their Hunter’s
reputation and influence throughout Gévaudan, enabling them to bolster their Hunting Party with animal
Companions and Weapons. These will be essential in
the seventh and final Round, when the Hunt Phase is
replaced by the climactic Final Confrontation. This is
where players will choose to flee to safety or to confront
the true Beast of Gévaudan!

Calculating the Risks

P

The game takes place over seven Rounds, which
represent the period of December 1764 to June 1767.
Each Round is broken down into 5 Phases:
1. Vie Phase: Players Vie to claim First Player
Privilege for the following Phases, by outbidding
one another, using their Influence Tokens (IT)
as currency. Players also place Forte Tokens on
Locations on the Game Board.
2. Journey Phase: Players Journey into Gévaudan
and activate unique Location Bonuses.
3. Encounter Phase: Players choose Encounter
Cards, which can help them manipulate the
Official Record of the Beast, as well as cause other
game effects.
4. Hunt Phase: Players in Perilous Locations
embark on the Hunt.
5. End Phase: Players earn IT based on their performance and have the opportunity to trade with one
another.

Key Concepts

Aim of the Game

E

In Beast of Gévaudan, players take on the role of
Hunters, competing to become the most famous, and
ultimately hold the greatest influence over Gévaudan.
The player with the most Influence Tokens (IT) at
the end of the game is the winner. Influence Tokens
are earned, acquired, lost and spent throughout the
game. Influence is the currency of the realm and one
must ensure it is not squandered. The successful player
knows exactly when to speculate and when to accumulate this valuable resource.

P

Aim of the Game
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Rolling Dice

The Official Record

Dice Rolls determine the outcome of certain actions
during play. The most common is a Hunt Roll, which
determines the outcome of a player’s Turn in the Hunt
Phase. To be successful when rolling, players only need
to obtain one result that meets their target; dice results
are never added together. There are various modifiers
players may apply to either roll more dice or improve
their result after rolling.

Dice Pool
Before rolling any dice, a player prepares their Dice
Pool. A player’s Dice Pool resets for each roll, apart
from rerolls, and always begins with 1 die by default,
before any modifiers are applied.

Dice Modification
† Before each dice roll, apart from rerolls, players
may choose to pay either 1 IT to add 1 extra die or
pay 2 IT to add 2 extra dice to their Dice Pool. No
more than 2 dice may be added this way.
† Other game effects may add dice to a player’s Dice
Pool, but no more than 5 dice may ever be rolled
at once. If modifiers increase a player’s Dice Pool
above 5, they must reduce back to 5 before rolling.
† Once a player’s Dice Pool is prepared, the player
rolls that number of dice.
† During the Hunt Phase, players may also use
Weapons and Companions to add more dice or
modify their Hunt Roll Results.

Using Weapons and Companions
Players may use a maximum
of 1 Weapon Card before their
Hunt Roll and a maximum of
1 Companion Card after their
Hunt Roll. If no Weapon Card
is declared, it is assumed that the
player uses their Regular Weapon
to Hunt.
When used, Weapon Cards and
Companions Cards must be
returned to the Supply Pool at the
end of that player’s Turn in the
Hunt Phase.

Superior
Weapon
Hound

When it comes to the Beast, there is never a firm
consensus of opinion. Many report the creature
being like a wolf, but others say it walks on its hind
legs and even talks! There are numerous powers in
the Gévaudan region and at the King’s court that
would have the people believe particular explanations of the creature, to further their own ends.
Whether that’s keeping the public in check through
fear or stirring them up with sensational headlines.
In the game, players get to control the flow of
information by manipulating the Official Record.

EE
S
S
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The Official Record represents the current popular
Explanation of the Beast. There are 4 positions on the
Official Record, comprising the ‘TRUE’ sequence:
Trending, Rising, Unpopular and Eschewed.
† The Trending position represents the Explanation
that is most favoured and is the highest position to
which an Explanation Token can be Promoted.
† The Rising position represents a popular Explanation, superseded only by the one that is Trending.
† The Unpopular position represents an Explanation
that only a few people believe to be true.
† The Eschewed position represents an Explanation
which almost everyone has dismissed. It is the
lowest position to which an Explanation Token
can be Suppressed.
The 4 Explanation Tokens: (Supernatural, Exotic, Natural and
Hoax) are randomly allocated to the
4 positions on the Official Record
Track at the start of the game.
Players must manipulate the Official
Record using game effects to fulfil
their Estate and Loyalty Agendas.
This is done by Promoting (moving
up) or Suppressing (moving down)
Explanation Tokens on the Official
Record.

+1 Die: Hunt Roll
Reroll 1 Hunt Roll Die
Reduce FEAR by 1

Rolling Dice

N
H
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Estate Rewards

The social hierarchy of France is still based upon the
traditions of the Ancien Régime. However, a Fourth
Estate has recently emerged in the form of the Press,
so Gévaudan is now host to competition between the
Nobility, the Church, the Locals and the Press.

At the start of the game, before the Official Record is
set, and before players are dealt their Loyalty Cards,
each player must pledge themselves to one of the Four
Estates. This is done by placing their Estate Token on
one of the 4 Estate spaces on the Board.
Heir
A player’s Estate choice remains public
knowledge and cannot be changed.

Estate Agendas

ALLEGIANCE

Each Estate has their preferred Explanation for the Beast, which becomes the player’s Estate
Agenda. Players must promote the Explanation Token
for their Estate Agenda as far up the Official Record
Track as possible, but only Explanation Tokens in the
Trending or Rising positions will earn them IT at the
end of each Round.
Each Estate’s favoured Explanation of the Beast is as
follows:
† The Nobility are keen to avoid embarrassment,
so players who pledge to serve the Nobility must
promote the Beast as an Exotic creature; not some
common, Natural animal that is indigenous to the
region. And the thought of some Supernatural
menace at play is simply preposterous. This is the
Age of Reason, after all!
† The Church believes the Beast is a scourge sent by
God, so players who pledge to serve to the Church
must promote the Beast as Supernatural.
† The Locals claim to have seen the Beast roaming
the countryside and seek to quell fear of something
Supernatural. Players who pledge to serve the
Locals must promote the Beast as a Natural entity,
such as a large wolf or a stray war dog.
† The Press desires to rile up the public as much as
possible to increase their readership, so players who
pledge to serve the Press must promote the Beast
as a Hoax.
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At the end of each Round, players score the following
points for successfully promoting their Estate Agenda:
† Explanation Trending = 2 IT
† Explanation Rising = 1 IT

Loyalty
Each player is dealt a Loyalty Card during setup that
aligns them with a character from Gévaudan’s history.
For whatever reason, be it a sense of duty, fanatical
devotion, blackmail, or greed, Hunters remain doggedly loyal to this person while in Gévaudan.
A player’s Loyalty remains secret from other players
until the end of the game.

Loyalty Agendas
On each Loyalty Card is a two-part Loyalty Agenda,
comprised of an Explanation to Promote (up arrow)
and an Explanation to Suppress (down arrow).
Although players gain IT at the end of each Round
for promoting the singular Explanation of their
Estate Agenda, fulfilling their Loyalty Agenda is a
more delicate affair. Not only are Loyalty Agendas
comprised of dual Explanations, but players only gain
IT for fulfilling their Loyalty Agenda at the end of the
game. Sometimes a player’s Loyalty Agenda will be
at odds with their Estate Agenda. It’s up to players to
figure out the best strategy for handling this.

Anatomy of a Loyalty Card:
Loyalty Cards also have
the name and image of
a character portraying
the Secret Patron,
as well as text that
describes the character’s
intentions. Perhaps
they seek to calm the
locals. Perhaps they
wish to cause confusion
in the wake of which
they will assassinate
their rivals. Maybe
they seek to expose
a conspiracy, or just
humiliate the Court.

The Official Record

ubia
Josè Torr

E

†

The Four Estates

PROMOTE
SUPPRESS

H†
This famous Spanish Catholic missionary
and palaeontologist is one of the first
religious men to have written about the
fossilised remains of ancient creatures.
He believes discovering the Beast to be an
atavistic animal would validate his work.
He requires your expertise in the field to help
him prove his theory.

Beast of Gévaudan: KEY CONCEPTS
For example, if the Player’s Hunter works for José Torrubia, their goal would be to promote an Exotic Explanation and suppress a Hoax Explanation of the Beast.

Loyalty Rewards
To earn IT, a player’s
Explanation to Promote must be either
Trending or Rising
or their Explanation
to Suppress must be
either Unpopular or
Eschewed. See ‘Final
Scoring’ for more
information.
E is Trending & H is
Unpopular

T
R
U
E

E

E
SS
Trending

NNRising
E H Unpopular

S

+2 Influence
Tokens

+1 Influence
Token

Eschewed

So, both earn Influence tokens for José Torrubia’s
Loyalty Agenda

Players are encouraged to role play their Hunter’s
story in the game. Here are some suggestions as
to what motivations your character may have.
However, please note that these backstories are not
to be shared with other players until the end of the
game when Loyalty Cards are revealed. Until then,
your Loyalty remains a mystery to other Hunters in
the region.
Players dealt the ‘José Torrubia’ Loyalty Card could
be say their hunter hails from Spain. Perhaps they
have been sent here to help the Bishop of Mende rid
the land of this Supernatural scourge. However, Jose
would still prefer to demonstrate the Beast ties to his
theories of it being an atavistic creature.
Players dealt the ‘Marquis de Sade’ Loyalty Card
might say they have been blackmailed by the Marquis into promoting the Beast as a demon stomping
through the countryside. The Marquis relishes this
explanation reaching the press and spreading fear
through the people.
Players dealt the ‘Henrietta Lullier, Spy’ Loyalty
Card might also be a spy themselves, perhaps on
assignment with Agent ‘H’ in Gévaudan. Politicians
have perhaps sent you both to prove the Beast a
fraud and reveal the Court of Versailles’ weakness.

Nature of the Beast

T

he game is designed so each time
players reach the Final Confrontation,
they will be facing one of 24 different Beasts.
Not all manifestations of the Beast are
ravenous wolves, and a variety of both real
and otherworldly threats lurk in the wilds of
Gévaudan.
During setup, the Beast ID Cards remain concealed,
as the First Player shuffles them and places one into
each of the 4 Beast ID Envelopes. The sequence of
these cards (1-4) determines the identity of The Beast
for that game. This is referred to as the ‘Nature of
the Beast’, which is only revealed to all players in the
seventh and final Round.

E
S

Before the Hunt Rolls of the Final Confrontation
can commence, the First Player opens the 4 Beast ID
Envelopes and places the 4 Beast ID Cards face up,
while keeping them in order (1-4). They must then
consult the Book of the Beast to interpret the Beast ID
Sequence and discover the Beast’s
true identity, which they read aloud
Supernatural
to all players.
Players seeking to increase their
chances of defeating the Beast in
the Final Confrontation will need
to prepare in advance. To discern
the Beast’s identity early on, players
can use Location Bonuses at The
Deep Woods and Mont Mouchet to
peek at 1 or 2 cards from the Nature
of the Beast. Some Encounter Cards
and Ally Abilities also offer the Peek
ability. Peeking at Beast ID Cards
provides players with an advantage over
their competitors, as they will be able to
consult the Book of the Beast before the
seventh Round. The Book of the Beast
will reveal key information such as to which
Weapons the Beast is vulnerable

E
ES
S

Exotic

NN

Natural

H

Hoax

The Elements that constitute the Beast are
named after the preferred Explanations the
Four Estates have for the Beast: Supernatural, Exotic,
Natural and Hoax (S, E, N, H).

Nature of the Beast
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Examples:

Anatomy of a Beast:

† In one game, the first card is an S, the second an
E, the third an N and the fourth is an H. The First
Player refers to the Book of the Beast and finds
this Beast ID Sequence to mean the Beast is a
Pagan Spirit.
† In another game, the sequence is revealed to be
HSEN. In this instance, the Beast is a group of
Cannibal Soldiers.
The Book of the Beast represents the fictitious
journal of the Marquis d’Apcher. Based on his role
in the misadventures of the Beast, he compiled many
theories and suspicions of the Beast’s identity, which
he dared not make public.
† Supernatural: Based on the wild claims and
witness reports of feats that defy the natural
order, could the Beast be a werewolf, a demon,
a witch - or worse?
† Exotic: Many of the accounts state the Beast
was like a wolf but not a wolf. Perhaps it
was some giant creature with lupine tendencies. Could the Beast be some atavistic
creature? A hybrid? Or some wild animal from
a distant land?
† Natural: The more rational thinkers believe
that the Beast can be explained as Natural phenomenon, combined with the mass hysteria of
the local people. Could the Beast be a roaming
wolf pack? They are common in Gévaudan,
after all. Or perhaps it is a more cunning
and stronger lone lupine? Or maybe even an
escaped animal from a noble’s menagerie?

Beast Name

Vulnerability
– required
Weapon type
to defeat the
Beast.
Beast ID
Sequence

S
H
E
N

Lone

When players confront this
Beast at Castle St Alban, they
may modify their Hunt Roll
Result by +1.
When players confront this
Beast at any other Location,
they must modify their Hunt
Roll Result by -1.

12

Entity Type –
Lone or Group Entity.
See the Final Confrontation for more.
Bounty – Number of IT that can be
earned by defeating the Beast.
Beast Effect* – Game effects unique to the Beast.
*Some Beast Effects can prevent players from gaining
IT. Others prevent certain resources from being used.
Some modify Hunt Rolls based on certain circumstances. If Beast Effects reduce a player’s Hunt Roll
Dice Pool to zero, the player can always roll 1 die.

† Hoax: The events in Gévaudan allow all sorts
of opportunities for the unscrupulous. The
press would have people believe it was all
manner of horrid and unusual manifestations.
Could it be vile miscreants slaking unnatural
thirsts? Or perhaps cannibalistic war veterans
alone in the wilds too long? Or could Gévaudan be the heart of some elaborate conspiracy
to topple the Monarchy?

10

Blessed

Nature of the Beast
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T

Location Bonuses

Locations

he Journey Phase represents players
visiting different Locations in Gévaudan where they might gain further information about the Beast or benefit from the
assistance of the people there. Players should
choose their destination carefully, taking into
account the Location Bonus and Peril Rank
of each Location, as well as the movements of
other players.
Gévaudan is an untamed wilderness with animals
such as wolves, commonplace. Living in the towns
and other large population centres increased one’s
chances of survival, but those forced to live on the
boundaries, such as farmers, would be vulnerable
to wolf attacks. The Locations found on the Game
Board represent the relative safety of Mende,
through wilder areas of woodland and the Countryside, right up to the remote and unforgiving Mont
Mouchet, from which many do not return.

Peril Rank
Peril Rank indicates how difficult it will be to Hunt at
that Location.
† Mont Mouchet has a Peril Rank of 6
and is the most dangerous Location
in Gévaudan. It also offers a powerful
Location Bonus that enables players
to secretly look at 2 Beast ID Cards.

6

Location Bonuses offer Abilities that players have the
option of using when they Journey to that Location.
There is a wide variety of Location Bonuses that can
influence the flow of the game, so players should always
choose their destination carefully. When Journeying
to a Location, the player may choose whether they use
their destination’s Location Bonus.

Mont Mouchet

6

Location Bonus: Peek at 2 Beast ID Cards.
Background: The most perilous Location in
Gévaudan, Mont Mouchet grants Hunters
great insight into the true nature of the Beast. However, failure on the Hunt here can lead to grave injury.
History: This is where Jean Chastel eventually killed
the ‘Second Beast’, also known as the Tenazeyre
Canid.

The Deep Woods

5

Location Bonus: Peek at 1 Beast ID Card.
Background: The second most perilous
Location in Gévaudan. Hunters that make
it to The Deep Woods will discover some evidence
of the Beast’s identity. Unless Hunters arrive well
prepared, there is a high risk of failure.

History: This area is known as the place where the
‘First Beast’ is slain by Antoine Chastel. The proximity of Sainte-Marie-des-Chazes Chapel means the
Beast earns its name, ‘Le Loup de Chazes’.

Castle St Alban

4

Location Bonus: Spend 1 IT to make a
player draw 1 Intrigue Card.
Background: Dangerous to those without
their wits about them, but a good fit for those of a
scheming mind. Castle St Alban offers Hunters the
opportunity to inflict Intrigue upon other players.

† Mende has a Peril Rank of 1 and is the safest
location on the Board. Its Location
Bonus provides access to the
Merchants of Mende, from whom
players can purchase Supplies.
However, players at Mende are not
eligible to participate in the Hunt
Phase.

1

Peril Rank also determines player Turn Order during
the Encounter Phase, which always starts with the
player on the most Perilous Location first. This means
that Journeying to more perilous Locations makes for
a more difficult Hunt but also provides players with a
wider choice of that Round’s Encounter Cards.

History: Home of the Marquis and Count
Morangiès. Their son, François is rumoured to
be involved in many nefarious deeds. It is also
suspected that he is behind the Beast’s attacks with
some saying he has commanded Antoine Chastel to
train a ferocious animal in the killing of humans!

Locations
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The Countryside

3

Location Bonus: Peek at the top 3 Encounter Cards of the Encounter Deck.
Background: Facing a menace in The Countryside
enables Hunters to gain knowledge from peasants and
villagers. They gladly tell of little-known short cuts and
other secrets of this harsh wilderness that is their home.
History: The Beast roamed far and wide across the
Gévaudan countryside, stalking in villages, farms, and
pastures. Sometimes it was even said to have wandered
right up to people’s doorways in search of food!

Chateau de la Baume

2

Location Bonus: Peek at the top 2 cards of
the Intrigue Deck.
Background: The lavish grounds of
Chateau de la Baume are one of the safest Locations
in Gévaudan; yet are boundless enough that Hunters
may still participate in the hunt. It is a good Location
for Hunters to pick up local gossip and latest political
machinations.
History: Also known as ‘Le Petite Versailles’ of
Gévaudan, due to its splendor, Chateau de la
Baume is set in the highlands of the ‘Massif Central’. It is Captain Duhamel’s base of operations,
but even though he claims to have sighted the Beast,
it eludes him at every turn.

Mende

Encounters
The Encounter Phase represents Hunters meeting
interesting characters, hearing bizarre descriptions of
the Beast, and becoming entwined in events around
Gévaudan. The Encounter Deck is comprised of
Encounter Cards that describe stories, historical
records, and legends relating to the saga of the Beast,
from 1764 to 1767. At the start of each Round, the
number of players +1 Encounter Cards are dealt face
down to the Encounter Tableau.
During the Encounter Phase, players draw one Encounter Card each from the Tableau. They must then
discard their Encounter Card, choosing to either use
its Ability or receive the card’s face value in IT. Some
of the Abilities provided by Encounter Cards enable
players to manipulate the Official Record, while others
permit players to Acquire Supplies or Peek at cards.

Anatomy of an Encounter Card:
† ‘Encounter Name’
† ‘Value in IT’ (if the player chooses to discard it in
exchange for IT)
† ‘Encounter Card Ability’ which can only be used if
the card is not discarded in exchange for IT.
† ‘Flavour Text’.

1

hine
Eyes thDaatrS
kness
in the

Location Bonus: Purchase Supplies from
the Merchants of Mende.
Background: The safest region in Gévaudan, Hunters may purchase Weapons and Companions here to aid them on the hunt. However, they
must check their weapons at the gate and are unable to
participate in the hunt when visiting here.
History: Dating back to 200 BC, Mende is home
to the cathedral where Gévaudan’s bishop resides.
It is from here that Étienne Lafont issues hunting
licences and where most adventurers muster their
hunting parties. Mende is also a centre of news for
the region thanks to connections with Versailles and
Marseilles. Safely outside of the Beast’s hunting
zone, the streets are vibrant with rumours of the
creature’s vicious acts.
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Encounters

Swap 2 Explanation Tokens at Range 1
It is said that the Beast’s eyes glow unnaturally
in the pitch black of night.

1
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Encounter Card Abilities

SWAP EXAMPLES:

Peek

‘Swap at Range 1’ enables players to Swap 1 Explanation Token with another Explanation Token adjacent
to it.

Discard an Encounter Card with a ‘Peek’ ability to
secretly look at that number of cards on top of the
named deck.

‘Swap at Range 2’ enables players to Swap 1 Explanation Token with another Explanation Token that is
either adjacent to it or 2 spaces away from it.

† Cards must be kept secret from other players and
returned to their deck in their original order.

‘Swap at Range 3’ offers players the most flexibility;
enabling them to swap 1 Explanation Token with any
another Explanation Token.

Move
Discard an Encounter Card with a ‘Move’ ability to
Journey to another Location.

† The Trending (top) and Eschewed (bottom) spaces
on the Official Record are not considered adjacent
to one another.

† Players cannot use their new destination’s Location
Bonus when Journeying this way.

Swap
Discard an Encounter Card with a ‘Swap’ ability to
exchange the positions of 2 Explanation Tokens.
† Encounter Cards with Swap abilities also state a
Range. Range dictates which other Explanation
Tokens a Token may be exchanged with.

S
E
Trending
EE
S NRising
S H Unpopular

Range 1 Swap

T
R
U
E

+2 Influence
Tokens

+1 Influence
Token

N Eschewed

T
R
U
E

S
E
EE
S NRising
S H Unpopular
Range 2 Swap

E
S
Trending
SE
E NRising
S H Unpopular

T
R
U
E

+2 Influence
Tokens

+1 Influence
Token

N Eschewed

Encounters

T
R
U
E

Influence
Trending +2 Tokens

+1 Influence
Token

N Eschewed

E
S
S
Trending
E

NNRising
E H Unpopular

S

+2 Influence
Tokens

+1 Influence
Token

Eschewed
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Lock
Discard an Encounter Card with a ‘Lock’ ability and
pay X IT to Lock an Explanation Token for X Rounds.
† Players may pay 1 IT per Round they wish to Lock
an Explanation Token for. There is no upper limit
to how many Rounds an Explanation Token can
be Locked for.
† To keep a record of which Explanation Tokens are
Locked, players place their spent IT next to the
Explanation Token they have chosen to Lock.
† Locking an Explanation Token prevents all players
from moving it, until it is Unlocked. This includes
the player who Locked it.

Unlocking
During the End Phase, 1 IT is automatically removed
from each Explanation Token that is currently Locked
and returned to the IT Pool.
† Players may also accelerate the Unlock process by
spending 1 IT per IT they wish to remove from the
Lock.
† Players may spend any number of IT to Unlock
Explanation Tokens. Players may also openly
collaborate to share the cost of Unlocking. For
example, after removing an IT from a Lock, there
are 2 IT still present. Two players agree to remove
the lock, and each player pays 1 IT.
† IT spent this way, and IT removed from a Lock this
way are returned to the IT Pool.

Acquire
If a card or Ability tells a player to Acquire a card or
resource, the player gains it at no cost.

Other Abilities
There are a few other Encounter Card Abilities. When
players draw one of these cards, they should follow the
instructions written on the card.

The Hunt
During the first 6 Rounds of the game, Phase 4 is
known as the Hunt Phase and represents Hunters
practicing their skills on smaller prey, while scouting
for signs of the true Beast. Completing Successful and
Expert Hunts is a sure way for Hunters to increase
their Influence across Gévaudan, for tales of daring
exploits disperse rapidly among the desperate community. However, if a Hunt is Unsuccessful, it can see
players acquiring Fear, which will impact a Hunter’s
effectiveness on future Hunts. The effects of Fear can
be mitigated with trusty Hound or Horse Companions
available from the Merchants of Mende.
In Round 7, the Hunt Phase is replaced with the Final
Confrontation. This represents the Hunters finally
tracking down the true Beast and confronting it once
and for all.
For players participating in the Hunt, the higher their
Location’s Peril Rank; the more difficult it will be to
complete a successful Hunt, so players should carefully
consider their destination in the Journey Phase.
Players will roll dice to determine their success on the
Hunt. They can add extra dice to their Hunt Roll by
paying IT, as well as modify their Hunt Roll Result
with Weapons and Companions. See key concept:
‘Rolling Dice’ for more.

Determining Hunt Success
† If a player’s Hunt Roll result exceeds their Location’s Peril Rank, they have completed an Expert
Hunt and earn 2 IT
† If a player’s Hunt Roll result matches their Location’s Peril Rank, they have completed a Successful
Hunt and earn 1 IT
† If a player’s Hunt Roll result does not exceed
or match their Location’s Peril Rank, they have
completed an Unsuccessful Hunt.

UNSUCCESSFUL HUNTS
When players complete an Unsuccessful Hunt, this
means that even though their Hunter has made it back
alive, they have also suffered psychological trauma.
Perhaps they took on a cunning foe that led them
across dangerous wilderness, resulting in anything
from party members being lost, to almost having been
decapitated by slavering jaws.
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Although players still gain 1 IT, to represent the
reputation they gained for embarking on the Hunt, ,
they also gain a Fear Token to represent the enduring
mental anguish of their ordeal.

FEAR TOKENS
Fear Tokens represent the enduring psychological
effects Hunters experience after an Unsuccessful Hunt.
These take the form of events that push them beyond
their capacity to cope, such as the death of a party
member, being lost in the pitch black night of the
Gévaudan wilds, the constant threat of being stalked, or
dealing with physical wounds that might be life changing. Returning to the Hunt having endured events like
these invokes reactions of Horror and Terror, which
impair a Hunter’s abilities.
When completing their first
Unsuccessful Hunt, players acquire
a Fear Token and place it on their
Hunter Board with its ‘Horror’
side face up. This means they must
apply a -1 modifier to all of Hunt
Rolls.
If players complete a second
Unsuccessful Hunt, they must
flip their Fear Token so that its
‘Terror’ side is face up. This means
they must apply a -2 modifier to all
their Hunt Rolls.

-1 to all Dice Roll Results

HORROR

Although there are no 18th century medical
techniques to deal with psychological trauma, later
research has demonstrated the therapeutic value
of pets, such as dogs, as well as equine therapy, for
assisting with anxiety and post-traumatic stress
disorder. Many Hunters of the time ride a trusty
steed and have loyal canines to assist them on the
Hunt, providing reassurance and bolstering their
Party Leader’s confidence. To emulate this, players
can negate or reduce the effects of Fear in the game
by owning a Hound or Horse Companion.

TAKING FLIGHT
Fleeing the Hunt is not an option in the first six
Rounds. Only during the Final Confrontation can
players decide not to face their prey, because only then
have the Hunters have tracked down the Beast and
are sure of its location. The earlier Rounds represent
more dynamic expeditions, where players are sure to
come across forms of indigenous wildlife or dastardly
brigands.

Hunting Parties
Each player has a Hunting Party that consists of their
Hunter, Allies, Companions and Weapons.

-2 to all Dice Roll Results

TERROR

Players can only be afflicted by a maximum of 1 Fear
Token and can only suffer a maximum -2 Fear Penalty,
so when a player already has a Fear Token with its
‘Terror’ side is face up, they do not acquire a second
Fear Token when completing another Unsuccessful
Hunt.
Fear Effects are permanent, and the only way players
can mitigate them is by adding Companions to their
Hunting Party.
† Example: If a player has a -2 from being in a state
of Terror, two Companions would negate this
effect. However, if a companion is lost, their Fear
Effect will return.

Hunters
At the start of the game, each player is assigned a
Hunter, which represents their persona within the
game. They are the leader of their Hunting Party and
possess one unique Ability and one unique Forte that
can change the flow of the game.

Hunter Abilities
Hunter’s Abilities can be used repeatedly and at any
time their conditions arise during a game, whether it is
that Hunter’s turn or not.
For information on each Hunter Ability, refer to the
Hunter Boards.

Fortes
At the end of the Vie Phase,
and before the Journey Phase
begins, players may optionally
place their Forte Token on their
chosen Location on the Board
in Vie Order, usually for the cost

Hunting Parties

The Heir

The
Heir
Soiree
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For information on each Forte, refer to the Hunter
Boards.

Allies
At the start of the game each player recruits 2 Allies to
their Hunting Party. Ally Cards are drawn randomly
during setup and are just one way each game of the
Beast of Gévaudan is different from the next. Every
Ally Card has an Ability that will aid Hunters in a
variety of ways and inform a player’s strategy for that
game.
A player may use one, all or none of their Allies’
Abilities on each Turn.
Some Allies are fearsome bruisers that will intimidate
competing Hunters for money, while others use
subterfuge to report intelligence back to their party
leader. Others are skilled in the ways of the Hunt and
may give players an advantage when trying to take
down their prey.

Although this might deflect any immediate effects of
failed Intrigue or Hunt Rolls, losing a party member
is a traumatic experience for any Hunter, and unavoidably sets them on a path of Vengeance!

1

† Allies cannot be sacrificed unless the player fails a
Hunt Roll or Intrigue Roll.
† Sacrificing an Ally means the player completes
either an automatic Successful Hunt and gains
the related rewards or they automatically pass an
Intrigue Test.
† When a player Sacrifices an Ally during a Hunt or
to avoid Intrigue in Rounds 1-6, they must gain a
Vengeance Token.

Vengeance

E

E
NG AN

Although providing a vital respite
+1 to Hunt Roll Results
for a Hunter, Sacrificing an Ally
Roll During Journey Phase:
1: Mont Mouchet
takes its own toll. To represent
2-3: The Deep Woods
4-6: Castle St Alban
the mental trauma of losing
their party member, Hunters
will embark upon the path of
Vengeance, which affects their behavior and judgement
on the Hunt.
E

Lady Mandrin

Allies remain fiercely dedicated to the Hunter leading
their party, whether it is for coin or honour. Besides
their Ability, Allies have one more use in the game.
They may be Sacrificed so that players can avoid the
penalties of a failed Intrigue Roll or Hunt Roll and
compete their task successfully. This represents a member of a Hunting Party leaping in front their Hunter
at the very moment the Beast attacks or volunteering
to be indefinitely detained, or take an assassin’s blade,
instead of their leader.

C

For information on each Ally Ability, refer to the Ally
Cards.

Sacrificing an Ally

V

on the Hunter’s Board. When players subsequently
Journey to these Locations, the player who placed
their Forte Token there may choose to trigger it, which
may also incur an IT cost. This represents the Hunters
distracting or otherwise inconveniencing their competitors, to gain the upper hand.

When in possession of a Vengeance Token, at the start
of their Turn, during the Journey Phase, a player must
roll 1 die. Depending on the result of their Vengeance
Roll, their Hunter will charge off (i.e. Journey) to the
following Location:
Bandit

‡ Elusive

At the end of the Encounter Phase, the
player with this Ally may move their
Hunter to another Location. To do
so, the player must pay IT equal to the
difference in Peril Rank between their
starting and finishing Locations
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† 1: Mont Mouchet
† 2-3: The Deep Woods
† 4-6: Castle St Alban
When they arrive, the player may use their Location
Bonus as normal and if they participate in the Hunt,
they receive a +1 modifier to their Hunt Roll Result, in
addition to any other modifiers.

Hunting Parties
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If the player completes a Successful or Expert Hunt,
they have slaked their need for Vengeance and must
remove their Vengeance Token.

The use of Weapons may only be declared in advance
of a player’s Hunt Roll and will either add to a player’s
Dice Pool or modify their Hunt Roll Result.

If the player completes an Unsuccessful Hunt, they
must keep their Vengeance Token until they complete
a successful Hunt in a subsequent Round.

Weapon Abilities

† In some instances, a player’s Vengeance Roll may
send them to a Location already occupied by two
or more Hunters. If this happens, the player may
choose another Location, with Peril Rank 4, 5 or
6, as their destination, as long as there are not two
or more Hunters already residing there.
† If another ability or effect also dictates a player’s
destination, it takes precedence over the effects of
their Vengeance Token.
† If an Ally is Sacrificed in Round 7, the player does
not gain a Vengeance Token and instead gains the
ability to reroll all of their dice, but must also apply
a -1 modifier to their Dice Result.

Supplies
When Journeying to Mende, players may use its
Location Bonus to purchase Supplies in the forms of
Weapons and Companions, both of which will aid
players during the Hunt Phase and become part of
their Hunting Party.

Weapons
Each Hunter starts the game with a Regular Weapon,
which remains in their possession throughout the game
and enables them to Hunt most Beasts. There are three
additional types of Weapon that can be acquired during
the game:
† Superior Weapons are of better
quality, more accurate, and capable of inflicting greater damage.

Blessed
Weapon

† Gilded Weapons are even more
effective than Superior Weapons
and crafted to take on tougher
creatures.
† Blessed Weapons are weapons
that may or may not have special
abilities. Rumour has it that in the
hands of a true believer, these will
vanquish even the most malevolent of Supernatural foes.

† Superior Weapons add 1 die to a player’s Hunt
Roll Dice Pool.
† Gilded Weapons add a +1 modifier to a player’s
Hunt Roll Result.
† Blessed Weapons add a +1 modifier to a player’s
Hunt Roll Result and are the only type of Weapons
that can destroy most Supernatural creatures.

Companions
Two types of Companions may be added to players’
Hunting Parties, in the shapes of Horses and Hounds.
These offer players some different benefits than Weapons and they also help reduce Fear Effects.
† Horses enable much quicker
pursuit of the Beast - or attempts
to escape it! Their equine presence
can also help to allay a hunter’s
Fear.
† Hounds are great for tracking
and chasing down menaces in
the Gévaudan wilderness. What
Hunter doesn’t want a faithful
Hound by their side? They also
bring comfort to those who suffer
from anxiety or stress.

Hound

Reroll 1 Hunt Roll Die
Reduce FEAR by 1

The use of Companions may only be
declared after a player’s Hunt Roll and
will either modify a player’s Hunt Roll Result or allow
the player to reroll 1 die.

Companion Abilities
† Horse Companions add a +1 modifier to a player’s
Hunt Roll Result and reduce a player’s Fear
Penalty by 1.
† Hound Companions allow a player to reroll 1
Hunt Roll die and reduce a player’s Fear Penalty
by 1.

+1: Hunt Result

Supplies
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Supply Pool
At the start of the game, all Supplies reside in the
Supply Pool, until they are purchased or acquired by
players. The high number of Hunters visiting Gévaudan means that Supplies are limited, so if players try to
purchase or acquire Supplies, they must be available in
the Supply Pool. When all Weapons or Companions
are in the possession of players, no more can be obtained until some are returned to the Supply Pool.

Arousing Suspicion
Players should be mindful when stocking up on
Supplies at Mende, as Hunters buying large quantities
of Weapons or Companions from the Merchants of
Mende might Arouse Suspicion.
Arousing Suspicion represents a player drawing
unwanted attention through their frivolous spending.
Perhaps a player’s patron takes a dislike to their lack
of subtlety or perhaps competing Hunters become
outraged. It may also represent the paranoia growing
around Gévaudan, as was the case for poor Bossignac:
A true historical example is that of a local cloth
drier named Bossignac. Wanting to help destroy the
Beast, he organized the peasants and ordered 300
lances from a nearby blacksmith. However, this
behaviour made the blacksmith suspect he was a
rebel of the Crown and reported him to the authorities! He was arrested and jailed as a result, until he
was later exonerated of all wrongdoing.

Suspicion Rolls
1. After purchasing Supplies at Mende, players must
roll 1 die.
2. The result must match or exceed the number of IT
that player has spent on Supplies this turn.

† If the player’s Dice Result does not match or exceed
the requirement, the player takes all their owned
Weapon and Companion Cards, shuffles them and
the First Player randomly chooses 1 to be discarded
out of the game.
† A player about to lose one of their items may
prevent the loss by paying the face value in IT
of the Weapon/Companion again. That player
has successfully used their influence to keep their
Supplies.
† If a player spends more than 6 IT in one turn, they
may still avoid Arousing Suspicion by rolling a 6.

Intrigue
To represent the Machiavellian machinations and
scheming that went on during the time of the Beast,
Hunters may sometimes be caught up in Intrigue.
Players may inflict Intrigue upon other Hunters by
using the Location Bonus provided at Castle St Alban.
If they do this, the afflicted player must draw a card
from the top of the Intrigue Deck.
Due to the political contestation in the region, there
are many people that might like to inflict hardship
on any visiting Hunters. Maybe you return to your
tavern accommodations in the evening to find it
trashed with a message written on the walls in
blood, threatening that you leave Gévaudan or face
the consequences. Perhaps when using a shortcut
through a back alley, you are tackled by agents of an
Estate, mugged or possibly have a rib or two broken
so you don’t forget who your masters are. Sometimes
you may even find yourself tossed into a cell to
prevent you from mouthing off in public after too
much wine. And if you are overheard disrespecting
the Nobles or the court, perhaps an assassin will be
waiting for you in the shadows!

Example: If a player bought a Horse (2 IT) and a
Hound (1 IT), they must roll 3 or higher.
† No standard dice modifiers are permitted for Suspicion Rolls, e.g. paying IT. However, there are other
rare abilities in the game that can help with this.
† If a player’s Dice Result matches or exceeds the
requirement, the player keeps their Supplies and
suffers no penalty.
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Anatomy of an Intrigue Card:
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† Intrigue Name.
† Target. A player’s Dice Result must match or
exceed this to avoid Intrigue Consequences.
† Flavour Text.
Upon drawing a card from the Intrigue Deck, the
player must roll 1 die and attempt to match or exceed
the target on the card.
† If the player is successful, they survive the Intrigue
unscathed and may go about their business.

2+

† If the player fails to match or exceed the target,
they must either: Pay 2 IT to the IT Pool or suffer
the following Intrigue Consequences:
a. Players already residing at Mende are in good
company and remain safe. Players at Mende
may not be afflicted by Intrigue.
b. Players not already residing at Mende must
immediately move their Hunter to Mende.
They cannot use Mende’s Location Bonus i.e.
they do not get to purchase items from the
market.
† If the player rolls a result of 1, they suffer Intrigue
Cruelty and acquire 1 Fear Token.
Intrigue Cruelty represents additional mental anguish
that can arise from sources other than the Hunt itself.
The people whom a Hunter serves can turn against
them, without warning at any moment! It’s horrific
enough to witness a party member mauled to death
by slavering jaws in the wilds, but Hunters must also
remain ever vigilant in city streets and barren countryside, in case they are ambushed by thugs, accused
of witchcraft or humiliated in public. All of these can
leave their mark and impair even the most stoic of
Hunters with anxiety.

Your actions have ruffled feathers
and raised suspicions of your true
intentions in Gévaudan. You acquire
a second shadow that follows you
everywhere you go.

As a last resort, players may Sacrifice one of their Allies
to avoid avoid all Intrigue Consequences or Intrigue
Cruelty. Refer to ‘Sacrificing an Ally’ for more
information.
The effects of Intrigue represent the Hunter being
recalled from the Hunt, detained for questioning
or recovering from their wounds. Sacrificing 2 IT
represents payment for medical services or the exchange
of hush-money.
After resolving an Intrigue Card, it is discarded to the
Intrigue Discard Pile. When the last card from the
Intrigue Deck has been discarded, the current First
Player should shuffle all the Intrigue Cards together to
reset the Intrigue Deck.

Intrigue
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Gameplay
Summary
The Beast of Gévaudan is
played over 7 Rounds, with
each Round consisting of 5
Phases:
1. Vie Phase
2. Journey Phase
3. Encounter Phase
4. Hunt Phase
5. End Phase
The Phases remain the same
in each Round, apart from
in the 7th and final Round.
During the final Round, the
Hunt Phase is replaced with
The Final Confrontation and
the End Phase is replaced
with Final Scoring.

The Seven Rounds
Each of the game’s seven Rounds represent significant
historical events in Gévaudan and are named after
human characteristics. The limit of 7 Rounds defines
the timeframe within which the game takes place.

1
FAITH

2
LOYALTY

3
DEVOTION

4
BRAVERY

5
HOPE

6

FORTITUDE

7

† Round 1: Faith – December 1764: The Bishop
of Mende declares the Beast a scourge sent by
God. He arranges organised prayer throughout
Gévaudan, but the Beast defiantly continues its
bloody rampage.
† Round 2: Loyalty – January 1765: Jacques Portefaix and a group of children drive off the Beast
and save their friend. The King recognizes Jacques’
actions with a generous reward and goes on to
funds the boy’s education.
† Round 3: Devotion - March 1765: Mother Jeanne
Varlet, affectionately known as the ‘femme Jouve’,
fights the beast, chasing it off and saving her
children.
† Round 4: Bravery - August 1765: Marie-Jeanne
Valet defends herself and wounds the beast. She
became known as the ‘Maiden of Gévaudan’.
† Round 5: Hope - September 1765: The King’s
Gun-Bearer, François Antione and his allies slay a
creature thought to be the Beast, sighted North of
the Sainte-Marie-des-Chazes Chapel. The creature
would henceforth be known as ‘Le Loup de
Chazes’.
† Round 6: Fortitude - 1766: Despite the Beast
being on display in Versailles, the killings continue
for eighteen months. Having thought the matter
concluded, the powers that be provide little in the
way of aid.
† Round 7: Truth - June 1767: During a hunt organized by the Marquis d’Apcher, farmer Jean Chastel
slays another beast supposedly ending the threat. Will
our daring hunters have such luck?

TRUTH
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The Five Phases
Phase 1: Vie Phase
The Vie Phase gives players the opportunity to wager
for First Player Privilege, which enables them to take
the first turn of the Journey Phase. It also determines
the Vie Order for that Round.
The Vie Phase represents machinations of the court,
negotiations with local powers, swearing oaths to
clergy, and promising to return from the hunt with
great stories for newspapers to print. This could
include behind-the-scenes power dynamics, such
as the struggle between Duhamel, the D’Ennevals,
Antoine, and D’Apcher of being appointed Chief
Hunter. It might also include appealing to the
Bishop of Mende for his favour or being granted
power by the King’s local Intendant. Perhaps your
Hunter establishes a local contact who smooths over
problems with the people or maybe you fathom a
way to appeal to a noble’s vanity by promising to
recount their greatness to the Courrier D’Avignon.
These are just some suggestions how players may
choose to imagine this competitive Phase.

† Although player participation in the initial bid is
mandatory, bids of zero IT are valid.
† Bluffing is permitted.
† If two or more players’ Wagers are tied:
a. All the IT wagered so far are returned to the IT
Pool.
b. The tied players must bid again.
c. If there is no clear winner after a third round of
bidding, the current First Player retains control
of the Privilege Token and may chose the
order of play - clockwise or anti-clockwise - by
flipping the Privilege Token.
† The winner may choose themselves as the First Player.

Phase 2: Journey Phase
The Journey Phase involves players moving their
Hunter Figures to one of the 6 Locations on the board
and using their destination’s Location Bonus. The Peril
Rank of a player’s chosen Location determines Turn
Order for the following Encounter Phase.
† The First Player determined in the Vie Phase takes
the first Turn in the Journey Phase. Play then
proceeds in Vie Order.

Journey Phase Steps:
1. The current player places their Hunter on one of
the 6 map Locations. Valid Locations include:

Vie Phase Steps:
1. Players make Wagers by secretly concealing their
chosen number of IT in a closed fist or opaque
container.
2. All players reveal their Wagers at the same time
and the player with the highest Wager is the
winner.
3. The winner decides which player gains First Player
Privilege and places it in front of that player.
4. The winner also decides whether Vie Order for
this Round is clockwise or anti-clockwise, by
choosing which side of the Privilege Token is face
up.
5. All IT used as Wagers are returned to the IT Pool.
6. Starting with the First Player and continuing In
Vie Order, players place their Forte Token on
their chosen Location.

a. Any Location with 1 or 0 players on it.
b. Mende, where any number of players may reside.
2. The current player pays 1 IT to any player already
at the Location to which they wish to Journey.
c. No payments are made to players occupying
Mende.
3. The current player may choose to make immediate
use of their Location Bonus.
a. This is the only time Location Bonuses may be
used, so if a player does not use it immediately,
they cannot use it later that Round.
4. Repeat these steps in Vie Order for each player.

† If there are already 2 players occupying a Location,
no more players may Journey to that Location.
However, Abilities can override this, and any
number of players may occupy Mende.

Occupancy Rules:
† After a player Journeys to a Location, they occupy that Location.
† Unless enabled by a Hunter’s Forte or another game Ability, a maximum of 2 players may occupy the same Location.
† When a second Hunter enters a Location that is already occupied, they must pay 1 IT to the first occupant.

The Five Phases
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Phase 3: Encounter Phase

Phase 4: Hunt Phase

The Encounter Phase involves players choosing and
discarding Encounter Cards to gain their choice of
influence or other abilities.

The Hunt Phase involves players rolling dice against
their Location’s Peril Rank to determine Hunt success.
There are three possible results from a Hunt, which
provide different rewards and penalties.

† The player at the Location with the highest Peril
Rank takes the first Turn in the Encounter Phase.
Play then proceeds in descending Peril Rank order.

Encounter Phase Steps:
1. The First Player turns all of the Encounter Cards
in the Encounter Tableau face up.
2. In descending Peril Rank order, each player may
take 1 Encounter Card from the Encounter
Tableau.
a. For example, if there is a player on Mont
Mouchet, which has the greatest risk and a
Peril Rank of 6, they would go first and chose
1 Encounter Card of their choice.
b. If there are two or more Hunters occupying the
same Location, Turn Order for those players is
determined according to the current Round’s
Vie Order.
3. Upon selecting and reading their chosen card, the
current player must immediately discard it to the
Encounter Discard Pile and choose one of the
following:
a. Use the Encounter Card’s Ability by following
the instructions on the card
b. Gain the number of IT written on the Encounter Card from the IT Pool

c. Players cannot discard an Encounter Card
to gain both benefits.
4. Due to the number of cards dealt to the Encounter Tableau (number of players +1), there should
always be a single Encounter Card remaining at
the end of the Encounter Phase. This remaining
card is discarded to the Encounter Discard Pile at
the end of the Encounter Phase.
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The player at the Location with the highest Peril Rank
takes the first Turn in the Hunt Phase. Play then
proceeds in descending Peril Rank order.
† In Round 7, the Hunt Phase is replaced by The
Final Confrontation. Refer to ‘The Endgame’ for
more.
† Hunters in Mende during the Hunt Phase cannot
participate in the Hunt Phase. Players occupying
any other Location must Hunt.

Hunt Phase Steps:
1. Before rolling any dice, players decide if they wish
to add to their Dice Pool by spending IT or using
Weapons. Refer to key concept: ‘Rolling Dice’ for
more.
2. Players perform their Hunt Roll by rolling the
number of dice in their Dice Pool.
a. To complete a Successful Hunt, players must
achieve at least 1 die result that matches their
Location’s Peril Rank.
b. To complete an Expert Hunt and receive the
maximum rewards, players must achieve at
least one die result that exceeds their Location’s
Peril Rank.
3. After their Hunt Roll, if players have not matched
or exceeded their Location’s Peril Rank, they may
use 1 Companion card to modify their Hunt Roll
Result.
4. If players still fail to match or exceed their Location’s Peril Rank, they may choose to Sacrifice
an Ally to reroll all of their dice. See key concept:
‘Hunting Parties’ > ‘Sacrificing an Ally’ for more.
5. After any further dice modification, players
consult the Hunt Roll Table on the Board to
determine their rewards or penalties for that
Hunt.

The Five Phases
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Phase 5: End Phase
The End Phase represents the Hunters returning to
their quarters after a long day on the Hunt. They
visit the local tavern, where they can trade equipment
with fellow Hunters. The End Phase also resets game
elements for the next Round.

End Phase steps:
1. Check Official Record
a. Check how well players have promoted their
Estate Agenda.
b. This Round’s First Player checks the position
of the Explanation Token that relates to each
player’s chosen Estate (e.g. Church = Supernatural = (S)) and awards each player with
the appropriate amount of IT based on their
chosen Estate.
2. Remove Locks from Official Record:
a. Remove 1 Influence Token from each Explanation Token that has been Locked. If there
was only 1 IT left, when it is removed, the
Explanation Token becomes Unlocked.
b. If there are any remaining Locks, players may
remove X IT from the Lock by paying X IT on
any Lock. Players can combine forces and share
the costs of removing Locks. Refer to ‘Encounter Abilities, Unlocking’ for more.
3. Hunters retire for the day
a. Players return their Hunter Figures and Forte
Tokens to their Hunter Boards.
4. Trade
a. Players may barter with one another and
trade or exchange Weapons, Companions,
Allies or IT, interchangeably.
5. Prepare Encounter Tableau
a. The First Player deals the next Round’s
Encounter Cards face down, to the Encounter
Tableau. Remember that the number of
Encounter Cards to be dealt is always the
number of players +1.
6. Advance the Round Marker on the Round Track
7. Begin the next Round’s Vie Phase

The Endgame
The Final Confrontation
In the 7th and final Round of the game, Phases 1 to
3 remain the same as in previous Rounds. However,
Phase 4 changes from the Hunt Phase into a climactic
match of wits between the Hunters and the Beast. This
is The Final Confrontation!
When Phase 4 of Round 7 begins, follow these steps:

1. Fight or Flight
In descending Peril Rank order, each player chooses
whether their Hunter flees or stands firm to face the
Beast. If a Hunter flees, they may not take part in the
Final Confrontation. This action results in the loss of
3 IT for cowardice. However, running away could be
your best play if you think your Hunter is going to be
slaughtered.

2. Reveal the Beast
The First Player takes the Book of the Beast and
determines the Beast’s identity by doing the following:
1. Keeping them in order, remove the 4 Beast ID
Cards from the Beast ID Envelopes.
2. Turns the 4 cards face up to reveal the Beast ID
Sequence e.g. SNHE.
3. Refer to the Book of the Beast and find the
matching Beast Sequence e.g. SNHE.
4. Read aloud the Beast’s Name, Vulnerability,
Entity Type, Bounty and Beast Effect.
5. Immediately apply the Beast Effect to the game.
You can refer back to ‘Nature of the Beast’ in this
rulebook for more information about Beast ID.

3. One Last Hunt
In order of descending Peril Rank, and based on the
Beast’s Entity Type, Hunters perform a final Hunt
Roll at their current Location. For players at the same
Location, Vie Order determines who goes first. This
time, players are competing for the Bounty specified on
the Beast ID Card.

The Endgame
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BEAST ENTITY TYPES

EXAMPLES:

When revealing the Beast, it will be identified as either
a Lone Entity, or a Group Entity. The type of Entity
determines how many Hunters will get to make a Hunt
Roll during this last Hunt.

† If Loyal to the Bishop of Mende, and Supernatural
was Trending and Hoax was Eschewed, the player
would receive the maximum score of ten IT.

† If the Beast is a Group entity, all Hunters get to
Hunt in the usual order, regardless of the previous
player’s Hunt Roll result. Each player who is
successful shares the Bounty equally. After sharing
the spoils, if there is an odd remainder of IT, the
Hunter who receives it is determined by Vie Order.

THE BEAST ESCAPES!

† If Supernatural was Rising and Hoax was Unpopular, the player would receive a total of 6 IT.
ende
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Final Scoring
Following the Final Confrontation, instead of
conducting the End Phase from previous Rounds, the
game ends and it is time to determine who won, based
on who has accumulated the most Influence.

Loyalty Check
2. The First Player compares each player’s Loyalty
Agenda to the current state of the Official Record.

To earn IT, the player’s Explanation to Promote must
be either Trending or Rising and their Explanation
to Suppress must be either Unpopular or Eschewed.
Score as follows:
† Explanation to Promote is Trending = 5 IT
† Explanation to Promote is Rising = 3 IT
† Explanation to Suppress is Unpopular = 3 IT
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N

N
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H

+2 Influence
Tokens
+1 Influence
Token

Unpopular

Eschewed

10 IT

E ETrending
H ERising
S S Unpopular
+2 Influence
Tokens

+1 Influence
Token

N Eschewed
0 IT
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ES
E ETrending
S NRising
S H Unpopular
+2 Influence
Tokens

N

+1 Influence
Token

Eschewed

6 IT

Determining the Winner
The winner is the player with the most Influence
Tokens (IT) after Final Scoring.
Note: If there is a Tie for highest amount of IT, the
player who had more IT before Loyalty was scored
wins. If it is still a Tie, players share in the victory!
Whoever wins takes the rewards, fame and glory of
being the most influential Hunter in Gévaudan. You
shall forever be remembered in its history!

† Explanation to Suppress is Eschewed = 5 IT
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Gabriel-Florent de Choiseul-Beauprè
requires you spread fear of the Beast’s
infernal powers. Only then will people truly
repent and return to his flock.

If no one kills the Beast, it has survived by fleeing to
safer ground, which historical records suggest may have
actually happened.

1. Each player reveals their Loyalty Agenda by
turning their Loyalty Card face up.

†

† If a player successfully defeats a Lone Entity before
other players have a chance to do so, the others do
not get to Hunt during this Final Confrontation.
Only the first successful player earns the Bounty.
However, if the first Hunter does not slay the
Beast, then the next eligible Hunter attempts to
take it down. This process repeats until the Beast is
defeated or all players have performed a Hunt Roll.

† If Supernatural was Unpopular and Hoax was
Rising, the player would not receive any IT.

The Endgame

